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Empowered with the magic of luck, the Master has no equal. At her command, the Dark has
devoured half the globe. Entire nations have been erased, continents have vanished, and billions
are dead. The desperate survivors have joined a worldwide evacuation to the Americas. Their hope
died when the Oracle fell. Yet they do not yield. Inspired by the Oracle's defiance, mankind has
chosen to fight. For them to triumph, they require a weapon - one that now walks the Dark, forgotten
and lost. Battling hordes of fiends, he seeks to escape the cloud. Instead he finds a young woman,
one who has fallen from the sky. Both are believed to be dead, and when they return one thing is
certain. The whole of the Earth will feel the impact.
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I am Sad and I and happy . Did not expect the ending to be this.Although i dreaded this would
happen after seeing the title but still cant believe it .The book literally starts from where the last one
finished. Tess falling into the dark.Tess finds an ally int he the dark. ROBAR with a unique gift is
immune to the dark/Hawk meets the Dark elves and persuades them to find Tess in the dark(Dark
elves are immune to the dark ).One line of story continues with Tess and robar going to the Dark
elves and meeting the Queen.Fighting Black reaver and understanding the source of magic in a
mage.Tess is able to persuade dark elves to join the fight against dark.Another line of story
continues with people evacuating from various countries and taking refuge in US.US getting ready
for the fight with Dark entities. Lots of incidents here to keep everyone thrilled.But the major story

happens in Auroraq.Derek and the students preparing for the fight and arrival of Tess.The
preparation is awesome and shows derek in new spirit (can be compared to Broan :))Tess's parents
making preparation to enter the mage city and fight.One of the minor subplots involves the
swordsman, it is pretty interesting and somehow feels like he could be the thief required to fight the
dark. On the other hand robar could be that. anyone's guess.Last 20% of the book is where most of
the action happens and is pretty good it is.Overall the book moves pretty fast, I like it . There are few
who might say it is very fast, but i think it keeps lot of things open for the last book.Specially the
artifacts required by Tess to fight the Dark .
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